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ABSTRACT 
Garrison commanders at Army installations have the authority to choose in which 
programs to invest. Installation Management Command (IMCOM)-Pacific wants to 
inform these funding decisions through a structured assessment process that incorporates 
relevant metrics. While IMCOM-Pacific has collected some data metrics, it is not clearly 
linked to the Army Community Service (ACS) office’s primary objective of “increasing 
soldier readiness.” This capstone project treats the IMCOM-Pacific ACS office as a 
system and utilizes a systems engineering approach to decompose the system’s functions 
and objectives to assess the value of each program under the ACS office. The resulting 
framework provides the ACS office a reusable, defendable model that traces measurable 
attributes to the overarching objective. This quantitative value model assists the ACS 
office in ranking programs with regard to the overarching objective and developing an 
appropriate investment strategy. The project team delivered a spreadsheet with 
step-by-step instructions for the construction of a notional value model, which is 
applicable to other IMCOM garrisons. This capstone may also support future work for an 
optimization model that maximizes the value of an investment strategy. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Installation Management Command-Pacific (IMCOM-Pacific) command team 
currently lacks a methodology for evaluating and prioritizing program effectiveness and 
value due to limited or non-existent quantifiable metrics. Decisions for supporting 
individual program offices under the Army Community Service (ACS) hierarchy for 
continued funding and utilization are based on insufficient data, commanders’ personal 
opinions and ill-informed guidance from subordinate offices. Current analysis methods for 
the IMCOM-Pacific office can be traced to the Client Tracking System (CTS), which 
provides rudimentary aggregated demographic data that delivers minimal useful data to 
support decisions that support Soldier readiness. These methods are inadequate and not 
aligned with the overall ACS mission to support and increase Soldier readiness 
The IMCOM-Pacific command team has requested support in developing credible, 
relevant metrics and a value model to support informed decision-making by garrison 
commanders. The development of an assessment framework, scoring system, and a value 
model will inform the IMCOM-Pacific garrison commander on which programs would 
best serve the overall military community, support a sound investment strategy and ensure 
the highest state of Soldier readiness.  
The team identified three major findings as a result of this research: a lack of linked 
objectives, uninformed data collection techniques, and misaligned measures combined 
with a lack of common attributes. The team identified that the ACS office lacked a clear 
definition of their objective to “Increase Soldier Readiness.” The lack of appropriate data 
collection techniques was a result of a lack of subordinate program objectives and 
direction. Lastly, misaligned measures and a lack of common attributes was evidenced by 
the use of aggregated throughput data as an improper method of measuring value and 
effectiveness. 
The project team began their systems engineering (SE) effort by reviewing the 
problem and background provided by the main stakeholder, ACS. The majority of the 
research was conducted through open source and sponsor provided documentation from 
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the ACS office as well as in-person discussions with the IMCOM–Pacific leadership at 
Schofield Barracks and Fort Shafter, Hawaii. This capstone was written to provide 
IMCOM–Pacific with a repeatable methodology and framework for assessing current 
programs at the strategic installation level.  
As part of the initial review of the problem, a determination was made to view the 
ACS office and its subordinate programs as a system of systems to identify the common 
functions within each office. The ACS office would be the major system with subordinate 
offices recognized as the sub-systems. Specific SE processes were researched to determine 
which SE process most appropriately suits the development of a methodology and 
framework to create a value model. The research considered and reviewed the following 
SE processes: 
• The “Vee” Process
• The Waterfall Process
• A Tailored “Vee” Process
The team determined that a tailored Vee process would be utilized due to the focus 
on the operational need and decomposition of requirements and the shortened schedule of 
the project. The ability to have constant feedback loops was a factor in determining which 
process to use and the tailored Vee process allows the team the most flexibility in 
maintaining an open dialogue with the ACS team. The tailored Vee approach taken is a 
hybrid between the SE Vee and the Value- Focused Thinking processes discussed by 
Keeney. 
After determining the correct approach, a thorough stakeholder analysis was 
conducted through in-person discussions with members of the ACS office, Schofield 
Barracks and Fort Shafter, Hawaii Garrison Command teams, and leadership within the 
IMCOM G9 directorate. The stakeholder analysis revealed a significant lack of data and 
no methodology for assessing their programs and a lack of ability to conduct this research 
internally to the ACS office. 
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Following the in-person stakeholder analysis, an in-depth literature review was 
conducted that collected information from sponsor websites, and sponsor-provided 
documentation such as previously conducted reports and historical metrics. These reports 
and documents were analyzed to determine applicability, where previous research had 
failed or left off, and how to best utilize this documentation to provide an applicable 
framework for the ACS office. Notes from the stakeholder meetings were organized by 
individual office to allow the team to compare each program and define common functions 
of the offices that assisted in identifying quantifiable and collectable metrics. Additional 
literature review of SE textbooks was conducted to ensure the team followed the 
appropriate methods and SE management processes. 
As part of the design phase in the SE Vee process, the team identified the primary 
objectives and functions of the ACS office in conjunction with the stakeholders. 
Stakeholder input was collected to develop the objective hierarchy, which depicts the 
overall objective of “Increasing Soldier Readiness” and the common objectives across the 
subordinate program offices that support the overall objective. After identifying the overall 
and subordinate program objectives, a functional hierarchy was developed to determine the 
necessary functions each office has to perform in order to be successful, by supporting the 
overall objective of the ACS office. Determining the objectives and functions of each 
program within the ACS hierarchy was necessary to identify the attributes and measures 
that support a repeatable and traceable value model. 
Following hierarchal decompositions, the attributes to support the objectives were 
developed. As part of this process, the stakeholder was consulted to determine the level of 
importance, definitions of measures and variance to develop the measure weights in 
support of the value model. The value model relies on stakeholder input to define the 
importance of each measure and relevance of individual programs to be a valid model. 
Finally, the development of a value model was conducted and tested for sensitivity. 
Lacking relevant real data, notional data was used in the value model to verify the structure 
and principles associated with the functions of the model. The model was verified in terms 
of providing a score that can be used to rank programs aligned with the ACS primary 
objective, “Increase Soldier Readiness.” Taking the model one step further, a sensitivity 
xviii 
analysis was performed to identify areas where the model would change the ACS 
investment strategy. Based on adjusted swing weights for each attribute measure, the model 
proved to be sensitive to a specific measure when approximately doubled. The stakeholder 
needs to be cognizant of this when making future investment strategy decisions. 
Previous and current methods of assessing and prioritizing programs in the ACS 
office failed to consider quantitative data and required an objective analysis in the form of 
this value model. The method of utilizing this value model will enhance the ability of 
commanders to prioritize programs and create a justified investment strategy for the ACS 
office. 
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Garrison commanders at different Army installations have the authority to choose 
which programs to fund on their installations. Many of the decisions made to support 
programs within the Army Community Service (ACS) offices utilize subjective metrics, 
which lack quantitative data derived from relevant attributes associated with each program 
within ACS. The Installation Management Command-Pacific (IMCOM-Pacific) desires a 
structured assessment process with credible and relevant metrics to provide garrison 
commanders with the ability to make calculated investment decisions about which 
programs improve overall Soldier readiness. This report assists in the development of a 
framework to aid the IMCOM-Pacific team in their investment strategies to support ACS 
programs with the overall goal of enhancing overall mission readiness through Soldier and 
family readiness, Soldier deployability, alignment with garrison command priorities. 
This chapter discusses the purpose of this study and the overall process used to 
develop the framework and metrics. Section A presents the problem statement and the 
challenges that the stakeholders have experienced in accumulating relevant data to support 
investment decisions. Section B provides the background and structure of ACS. Section C 
establishes the goals of this study to develop credible metrics that are directly tied to Soldier 
readiness. This section also examines the benefits of the metrics associated with each 
functional program. Section D depicts the boundaries that were established by the research 
team when developing the framework and metrics. Section E discusses the systems 
engineering process that the research team followed for this study to develop the 
framework. Finally, Section F provides the outline for the remaining chapters of this 
document. 
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Current methods of assessing the ACS programs return on investment as it relates
to Soldier readiness are currently lacking definitive and quantitative metrics. Garrison 
commanders are eliminating programs due to the lack of quantitative data and lack of 
metrics associated with each program under the ACS hierarchy. The elimination of 
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programs by garrison commanders without the necessary data leads to unjustified decisions 
based on previous experiences or perceptions without logical rationale. Rationale in the 
decision-making process to justify or eliminate programs is needed to make informed 
decisions with common, understandable metrics that lead to a traceable methodology in 
support of the Soldier.  
IMCOM-Pacific has a unique mix of Outside the Continental United States 
(OCONUS) garrisons geographically dispersed across the globe in multiple time zones 
with extreme climatic variations, each affecting specific needs of the Soldier and their 
families. Each garrison has a diverse and unique mix of demographics with significant 
cultural and language differences that affects the need for specific programs and offerings 
by the ACS office. Additionally, IMCOM-Pacific garrisons have many special 
considerations and circumstances for serving the needs of Soldiers and families to ensure 
readiness in support of combatant command requirements. The specific needs of each 
Soldier and family vary from financial needs, employment readiness to the need for marital 
and family counseling and new parent support. Each garrison has multiple sub-garrison 
installations that may affect the type and quality of services provided to the installation. 
Lastly, the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) and local-national workforce must be 
considered when analyzing program support to the installation due to the geographic 
separation of all the installations within the IMCOM-Pacific region.  
Each of these factors makes it difficult for garrison commanders to make decisions 
on the programs to support. Full-service ACS offices, like those at Schofield Barracks, 
Hawaii have the entire portfolio of programs available to them between Fort Shafter and 
Schofield Barracks. These programs range from Financial Readiness (FR), New Parent 
Support Program (NPSP), Army Volunteer Corp and the Family Advocacy Program 
(FAP), each with distinct and unique capabilities to offer to the Soldier and family. 
However, installations in South Korea or Kwajalein Atoll have limited assets that require 
ACS program representatives to travel to support the Soldier or family in need. Each 
decision to support or eliminate a program is based on that local garrison commanders’ 
view and there is no systematic process for investing in programs. This lack of systematic 
process can result in arbitrary decisions being made that may not necessarily support the 
total garrison environment and could have detrimental effects on the availability of services 
to Soldiers and their families. 
IMCOM-Pacific lacks a definitive framework for the assessment of current 
programs that support overall Soldier and Family readiness. Army Community Service 
relies on a Client Tracking System (CTS) that provides rudimentary needs assessments; 
however, the metrics with the assessments still require further investigation. 
B. BACKGROUND
Army Community Service is nested as a division within the Family Morale 
Welfare and Recreation (FMWR) G-9 directorate as referenced in Figure 1. FMWR is non-
appropriated funded and a revenue-generating enterprise aligned with traditional business 
outcomes where profit is an indicator of success and effectiveness. ACS however, is an 
appropriated funded program and is non-revenue generating. Internal Army standards for 
center certification have been developed based on Department of Defense Instructions 
(DoDI) for Family Programs and are not based on an industry standard. ACS is analogous 
to a full-service Employee Assistance Program (EAP) as a part of an employer benefits 
package and is also comparable to a not-for-profit agency continually being required to 
defend its utility. As an appropriated funding program, ACS has to prioritize its efforts and 
compete in Program Objective Memorandum (POM) submissions that are also competed 
against Army priorities such as facility and weapon modernization efforts. As such, 
appropriations for ACS and its subordinate offices have declined over the years as the 
Army has focused its funding priorities on great power competition and increased 
technology for the ground combat soldier. The quantitative metrics for each program will 




Figure 1.  IMCOM G9 Hierarchy 
Some ACS programs are currently being eliminated enterprise-wide based on each 
garrison commander’s assessments. The measure and method for which programs are 
maintained and eliminated vary with a lack of definitive measures. Some garrisons are 
utilizing CTS, and community needs assessments (non-standardized), or one of a 
combination of four to five assessments that have been conducted since the beginning of 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2019. Additionally, personal evaluations based on the commanders’ 
understanding of the program and anecdotal information and willingness to accept risk are 
measured to determine funding priorities. The lack of a systematic process, quantitative 
assessments, and program understanding degrade the ability of decision-makers, to support 
or eliminate programs when prioritizing needs across garrison commands. A process that 
quantitatively shows the Soldiers and family reliance on the systems to maintain and build 
readiness will ultimately enable Soldier availability and deployability through a 
standardized framework allowing commanders to prioritize programs to support mission 
requirements. 
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Army Community Service correlates the problem of eliminating or maintaining 
programs they offer with risk to the warfighter and operational readiness/deployability of 
individual Soldiers. However, the lack of quantitative values to identify what programs 
meet the Soldier’s needs to enable readiness and align with the operational and garrison 
commanders’ priorities is ill-defined. This lack of quantitative measures does not clearly 
identify or express the true value of the program to the operational force. 
CTS is the only tool utilized to determine any metric for the ACS program. This 
tool only generates reports based on the number of clients accessing the program services. 
There are no instruments or methods to collect outcomes or measure of levels of 
effectiveness on the programs and services delivered. This results in a lack of 
understanding on how improvements can be made to support the program’s mission 
statement. There is no single metric or method that accurately provides a standardized 
value or evidence on the effectiveness of each program. Community Needs Assessment 
(CNA) instruments utilized are not optimal and the sample size is not significant enough 
to make inferences about a population demand or requirement. These factors contribute to 
the lack of quantitative data to make informed decisions. 
C. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of this capstone is to provide ACS a methodology that quantifies the
overall return on investment, in stakeholder value terms, of each program within the ACS 
hierarchy. Each programs value score enables the Commander to assess each program’s 
overall support to Soldier readiness, alignment with garrison command priorities, and 
mission readiness. The scoring system informs the IMCOM-Pacific garrison commands 
about which programs best serve the overall military community. 
The standardized methodology that this study defines enables garrison command 
teams to take an objective approach in determining the investment strategies of each 
command/garrison. This supports overall Soldier and family readiness through a value 
model that allows command teams to make informed decisions and determine where the 
highest return on investment lies supporting mission readiness. A repeatable process will 
result in the ability of command teams to make informed decisions based on variability in 
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budget forecasting and available funds. This also allows for prioritization of the program 
in situations where available funds do not support the entirety of the mission’s 
requirements. The methodology supports follow-on implementation of value model 
optimizations to assist the command in quantitative analysis to support the prioritization of 
programs in a fiscally constrained environment.  
D. SCOPE AND BOUNDARIES 
This project investigates the ACS program and its subordinate offices to determine 
common attributes and functions to determine the appropriate prioritization of programs 
that support Soldier readiness. The programs associated with this study fall under the ACS 
hierarchy only and do not account for any other programs offered within the DFMWR/G9 
offices. Specifically, this office focuses on the Employment Readiness Program, Family 
Advocacy Program (which includes New Parent Support Program, Family Advocacy 
Program Education, Victim Advocacy, and the Exceptional Family Member Program), 
Financial Readiness Program (to include the Army Emergency Relief Program), 
Mobilization and Deployment Office, Relocation Services (to include the Army Volunteer 
Services (AVS)), Survival Outreach Services (SoS) Office and the Army Family Team 
Building Program (AFTB). 
 




















The following constraints, limitation, and assumptions were identified during the 
development of this report: 
• This study is only applicable to the IMCOM-Pacific Region ACS program
office, however, can have applicability to all full-service ACS offices
utilizing a tailored or scaled approach if necessary, to account for all
available programs.
• The IMCOM-Pacific Regions only accessible full-service location is
located at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. Due to the geographic disparity
between offices, utilizing a full-service location to evaluate all available
programs was necessary.
• The capstone team deliberately omitted the use of cost factors in the analysis
based on the deputy garrison commander’s intent of separating those factors
from value to the ACS overarching objective of “Increasing Soldier
Readiness.”
• There is a shortage of currently available quantitative data that supports this
research and the value of each specific program to overall Soldier readiness.
• The model was developed from the limited available data sources provided
by the ACS and subordinate offices.
• Garrison commander priorities differ based on location, mission set, and
regional alignment. Additionally, as garrison commanders set their
priorities, the weight of the values in the model will inherently change.
E. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCESS USED
The systems engineering process that will be utilized is the systems engineering
Vee. The process the capstone team will utilize will focus on the left side of the Vee 
diagram with an emphasis on defining the operational need, requirements derivation, and 
design. The operational need assessment will enable the team to identify stakeholders, and 
execute discussions to identify specific needs, requirements, and concerns and conclude 
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with the analysis of all stakeholder concerns. The requirements phase will encompass 
activities such as the decomposition of stakeholder requirements, the definition of the ACS 
office objective and functional hierarchy, defining measure attributes and identifying 
requirements traceability of all the measures and attributes. Lastly, the design phase will 
focus on the development of assessment criteria, identifying weights for each attribute, and 
developing the framework for future use by the ACS office. Figure 3 shows the 
decomposition side of the systems engineering Vee that will be the basis of the projects 
team guide through the analysis of the ACS programs. 
Figure 3.  Systems Engineering Vee. Source: Department of Defense (2019). 
F. REMAINING CHAPTERS
The remaining chapters of this report consist of a background of the IMCOM-
Pacific region ACS office, the IMCOM-Pacific region garrison commanders’ need for 
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understanding the value of the programs, an analysis of the literature provided to the project 
team for review in the development of this framework, and lastly the Systems Engineering 
Process used. Chapter III will consist of the methodology used to analyze the available data 
based on the garrison commander’s priority. Chapter IV will consist of the analysis of the 
data and its value in the framework model and Chapter V is the conclusion and 
recommendations of this report. 
10 
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II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
A. BACKGROUND
Before a formal analysis of each program could be developed, the capstone team 
conducted a literature review to understand each program under the ACS hierarchy. 
Defining objectives for each program and the functions that support each objective helps 
to determine the effectiveness of current metrics. This improved framework and analysis 
is intended to provide a quantitative versus a qualitative analysis for the garrison command 
team. The exploration of the programs is a critical step to determine the methods that are 
currently in place that support Soldier and family readiness. Obtaining information from 
the ACS stakeholders included priorities, mission statements, current initiatives, and data 
collection for each program efforts was key for developing this assessment framework. 
This methodology identified and analyzed stakeholder needs through initial 
discussions with the sponsors from IMCOM-Pacific, in-person discussions with the 
Director of Family, Morale, Welfare and Recreation (DFMWR), the Director of Army 
Community Service, the program managers responsible for each of the programs within 
ACS as well as the Deputy Garrison Commander for Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. 
Additional resources provided by the capstone sponsors such as hierarchies, CTS reports, 
previous studies, as well as open-source information from the United States Army Garrison 
(USAG)–Hawaii website are discussed in this chapter to frame the methodology presented 
in Chapter III. The sponsors, provided handouts that highlighted current initiatives and 
other pertinent information about the program.  
B. USAG-HAWAII GARRISON COMMANDER PRIORITIES
The Garrison Commander for USAG–Hawaii established three priorities as of
January 2019. These priorities focus on the pillars of Workforce Readiness, Strategic 
Facility Management, and Installation Services, as described by Michael S. Amarosa 
(Deputy Garrison Commander, United States Army Garrison-Hawaii), in discussion with 
the author, July 1, 2019. The definitions of each pillar are listed as follows: 
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• Workforce Readiness
Maintain and improve an organizational culture, which values and
empowers all team members. Increase individual resiliency in a dynamic
environment to enhance warfighters ability to train for any contingency or
mission properly.
• Strategic Facility Management
Develop and implement a network of proactive and adaptable facility
planning, management, and sustainment processes which aligns facility
requirements with tenant organization’s missions. Create a sense of “we”
and “ours” through neighborhoods, services, facilities, and branding that
embraces the network of teams. “Establish a two-to-five-year plan
encompassing the entire portfolio of owned or leased space that sets
strategic facility goals based on adaptable strategic objectives” as
mentioned by Michael S. Amarosa (Deputy Garrison Commander, United
States Army Garrison-Hawaii), in discussion with the author, July 1, 2019.
• Installation Services
Provide quality, relevant and high-value services for the USAG-Hawaii
community which supports self-reliance and teamwork; reducing
duplicative offerings and waste. Focus on how services are delivered by
providers which results in an effective, positive, professional, and polity
interaction for Soldiers and families.
These priorities establish the priorities and guidance for all organizations that fall 
under the command. Each of the three priorities has a common theme of enhancing 
warfighter readiness or supporting warfighter readiness. This is critically important as all 
the services and installation facilities within IMCOM and ACS need to support objectives 
that address these priorities. The priorities also establish an initial framework for analyzing 
ACS programs and developing valid and credible metrics. These metrics support the 
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development of a quantitative framework for comparison of programs to allow garrison 
commanders to make informed decisions. The priorities also establish guidelines for 
employees  
C. INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND-PACIFIC COMMAND
(PACOM), U.S. ARMY GARRISON (USAG) - HAWAII BACKGROUND
“IMCOM-PACIFIC supports garrison commands and the subordinate office
elements by ensuring Soldiers are prepared for current operations; perform reset operations 
to ensure future readiness and transform to meet the demands of the 21st century” (United 
States Army Garrison - Hawaii. 2019). Based on discussions with the program officers, 
IMCOM Pacific region performs this by executing the Soldier Family Action Plan; offering 
family care, all types of religious accommodations, as well as community-based services. 
Each of the above named IMCOM-Pacific offerings supports garrison commands by 
allowing Soldiers and families to focus on their mission of supporting expeditionary 
operations in a time of persistent conflict, as discussed by Michael S. Amarosa (Deputy 
Garrison Commander, United States Army Garrison-Hawaii), in discussion with the 
author, July 1, 2019. 
The USAG-Hawaii is a vital location for the U.S. military due to its proximity to 
strategic partners in the Pacific region and against western coastline of the U.S. adversary 
threats. USAG-Hawaii requires a high operational readiness level to combat near-peer 
threats and great-power competitors. To ensure high operational readiness, USAG-Hawaii 
requires Soldier support services from the ACS office to operate effectively in direct 
support of increasing Soldier and operational readiness. The USAG-Hawaii’s mission is to 
“Integrate and deliver base support to enable readiness for a globally-responsive Army” 
and as such “USAG-Hawaii is responsible for the day-to-day operations and services 
offered at 22 Army installation and sub-installations on two islands: Oahu and 
Hawaii…with over 1600 civilians’ employees” (United States Army Garrison – Hawaii 
2019, 2). 
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D. ARMY COMMUNITY SERVICE AND SUBORDINATE OFFICES
The ACS website immediately defines their program by stating: “All ACS 
programs support Soldiers, civilian employees, and Families in maintaining readiness by 
coordinating and delivering comprehensive, responsive services that promote self-reliance, 
resiliency, and stability” (U.S. Army n.d.). The most important statement from the initial 
ACS page states “Standardized ACS programs, services, and facilities are based upon 
established Common Levels of Support (CLoS), are tailorable by Garrison population and 
mission and are outlined in AR 608–1, Army Community Service, 13 March 2013” (DA 
n.d.). This explanatory statement is essential in understanding that ACS community 
objectives are location and population-based and determined by commanders. There is “no 
one-size fits all” solution to the programs offered on each installation. Each garrison has 
unique needs for their customers, which are defined by the garrison population.
This study supports the quantitative metric development for informed decisions to 
support the community needs as defined by the customers using the services. By ensuring 
that the objectives for each office are aligned to a garrison commander priority, a quantified 
value can be identified that enables commanders to make informed decisions on individual 
garrisons. The objectives and mission for each office help the team define the functional 
and objective hierarchy that supports the quantitative data analysis for the garrison 
command team. 
The ACS office has the objectives of “delivering comprehensive services that 
promote self-reliance, resiliency, and stability” (DA n.d., 1). Each office has a primary 
objective that is delineated below: 
• Relocation Services (RS):
Provide comprehensive educational and counseling programs in personal 
financial readiness. Services include debt reduction, money management as 
well as mandatory first-term briefings during in-processing. Financial 
planning for transitioning and deployed services as well as counseling for 
the Department of Defense Family Subsistence Allowance Program 
(DoDFSAP). (U.S. Army n.d.b) 
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• Survival Outreach Services (SoS):
As part of the Army Casualty Continuum of Care, SoS is designed to 
provide long-term support to surviving Families of Fallen Soldiers. Through 
the utilization of support coordinators who guide families and surviving 
family members through significant transitions, Financial Counselors, and 
Gold Star and Surviving Family Member Representatives who, as required 
by Public Law 113-66, Section 633 are required to assist spouse and other 
surviving family members who die on active duty. (U.S. Army n.d.c) 
SoS will ensure that the information needed is received to make appropriate 
decisions regarding the family’s tragic times. 
• Financial Readiness Program (FRP)
The FRP provides comprehensive educational and counseling programs in
personal financial readiness. The office assists explicitly service members
and their families with debt elimination strategies, investing, fiscal
responsibility, and military pay. A significant component of the Financial
Readiness program is the Army Emergency Relief (AER) program which
supports “Soldiers and their Families in emergency financial situations due
to no fault of their own” (U.S. Army n.d.d).
• Employment Readiness (ER)
The Employment Readiness Program “offers resources to help with career
plan and job search” (U.S. Army n.d.e). The program provides spouses, and
family members of Soldiers resume critiques, interview counseling, job
fairs, classes and seminars on career exploration and networking. The office
also offers physical resources such as computers with internet access for the
use of preparing for job searches and other job search-related activities at
the civilian and federal level. It is essential to differentiate the Employment
Readiness program from the Soldier for Life -Transition Assistance
Program (SFL-TAP). SFL-TAP is a G-1 managed and directed program that
is utilized only by the transitioning Soldiers who are leaving the Army
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within 180 days, whereas Employment Readiness is intended to be used by 
the family member of the Soldier. 
• Mobilization and Deployment (MobDep)
The Mobilization, Deployment, and Support Stability Operations (MDSSO) 
helps support community readiness during deployments and emergencies. 
The office helps to make sure installation programs aligned with unit 
deployment cycles, provide pre- and post-deployment support, and help unit 
Commanders with their Family Readiness plans and deployment support 
services for Service Members and their Families. MDSSO is responsible for 
operating an Emergency Family Assistance Center in the case of an all-
hazards event, and supporting Service Members and Families during Non-
Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO) and Repatriation. We also act as 
a case manager for all requests for assistance through the Army Disaster 
Personnel Accountability and Assessment System (ADPAAS). (DA n.d.f) 
• Family Advocacy Program (FAP)
The Family Advocacy Program helps Soldiers and Families recognize and 
meet the unique challenges of military lifestyles. Our services include 
seminars, workshops, counseling, and intervention to help strengthen Army 
Families, enhance resiliency and relationship skills, and improve quality of 
life. The program also helps Soldiers and Families with complex challenges 
related to domestic abuse, child abuse, and neglect. (DA n.d.g)  
The FAP office has many resources within its office such as Military and 
Family Life Counselors (MFLCs) who are licensed clinical social workers 
as well as psychologists to address various issues that a family may face. 
The New Parent Support Program within FAP helps families who are 
expecting a child or have a child up to the three years of age through home 
visits, support services and classes as well as adjustment demands of 
parenthood. (DA n.d.g)  
The missions and objectives for each of the offices facilitate the capstone team’s 
decomposition of the objective hierarchy and the functional hierarchy, which determines 
the necessary attributes that support the overall objectives. The alignment of each of these 
office objectives will be analyzed in Chapter IV to determine if there is an appropriate link 
between garrison commander priorities. 
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E. LITERATURE REVIEW
1. AR 608–1, Army Community Service, 19 October 2017 
The team reviewed Army Regulation 608–1, Army Community Service dated 19 
October 2017 to study the guidance, as directed by Headquarters, Department of the Army 
(HQDA). The purpose of the regulation is to “prescribe the policies and responsibilities for 
establishing and operating an Army Community Service (ACS) center that integrates all 
Regular Army (RA)…Family Support Systems…and creates predictability of services and 
enhances the delivery and quality of services” (Department of the Army [DA] 2017).  
This document highlights the statutory and regulatory requirements to run an ACS 
office and provides a framework for the responsibilities of personnel that are mandatory 
under current authorizations. Of high importance are the sections involving the Garrison 
Commander responsibilities which highlight that they are responsible for the ACS centers 
and will “identify community needs and resource requirements to their IMCOM regions 
and provide adequate resource allocation to implement the installation ACS center per this 
regulation” (DA 2017). This section highlights the imperative need to resource and fund 
the ACS office within the bounds of the needs of the community in a fiscally constrained 
environment. 
2. Client Tracking System
IMCOM-Pacific currently tracks data through the CTS. This system is a 
rudimentary data collection tool that requires input from select personnel with access to the 
system. Information that is available for input and collection from CTS includes the type 
of program attended, demographics of the participants such as rank, gender, marital status 
and civilian or military status, and number of participants. This is currently the only method 
of data collection to receive quantifiable metrics used by IMCOM-Pacific and the ACS 
office and as such does not provide the necessary information needed to give commanders 
the supporting data needed to make informed decisions.  
The CTS system provides basic demographic data to the ACS offices and is 
currently one of the only mechanisms used to track any quantitative data for analysis. The 
CTS only generates reports based on the number of clients accessing program services as 
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well as their associated rank and dependency (if not a service member). The CTS reports 
differentiate between the available services that are provided to customers; however, the 
reports do not associate individuals with a specific program or service and do not contain 
any data to demonstrate a level of effectiveness of the service or the program. Additionally, 
there is no mechanism to follow-up with clients after their visit or how improvements can 
be incorporated for future clients. 
The CTS reports are differentiated between each of the offices, and each office can 
pull specific date periods as necessary. Each report is specific to the respective office using 
the system. There are different types of measures recorded in each report. The CTS reports 
will support the team’s methodology and analysis in determining utilization and throughput 
objectives for each program. 
3. Cornell Study / Logic Model Review
A previous effort designed to “uncover the underlying logic of each program, what 
it is trying to accomplish and how it is trying to accomplish it and to develop and implement 
a plan to collect data that indicates whether or not the program is succeeding” was executed 
between 1997 and 2013. (Leidy et al. 2013, 3) The Cornell University study had a “focus 
on accountability and documentation as well as standardization,” (Leidy et al. 2013), 
similar to the objectives of the team’s work. The study reviewed the 11 active offices under 
ACS at the time and provided steps for each program to concentrate on deriving data, 
quantifying metrics, and supporting the success and efficacy of the offices. Due to the lack 
of funding and personnel in the offices at the time, the report concluded that “the execution 
of the majority of these plans wait until support has been identified and the individuals 
have had a chance to review these plans with the Garrison supporting staff and the 
individual program managers…especially around the task of collecting and managing 
data” (Leidy et al. 2013, 3). 
The Cornell report breaks down the requirements for each office as well as their 
current capabilities. It outlines a path to success wherein each office is required to collect 
a form of data not currently being collected to quantify the success and efficiency of each 
program. Many of the recommendations and steps offered are considered and weighed in 
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the methodology section of this report. To date, the ACS office and subordinate program 
managers have not implemented the recommendations. 
4. Blanchard and Fabrycky
The assessment framework and value model are the “systems of interest” that will 
be developed to support IMCOM-Pacific. The utilization of Blanchard and Fabrycky’s 
(2011) Systems Engineering and Analysis textbook provides the foundation for the team’s 
methodology, as discussed in Chapter III. The systems engineering Vee, Figure 3 from 
Chapter I, explains the conceptual, high-level method used to decompose the ACS office 
requirements. Figure 4 highlights in greater detail the actions taken by the team to analyze 
the objectives and needs of the ACS office programs. 
As depicted in Figure 4, the definition of need is the first step and “is the starting 
point for determining customer requirements and developing design criteria” (Blanchard 
and Fabrycky 2011, 39). Requirements analysis and design evaluation with continuous 
feedback from ACS and garrison command leadership on the development of the objective 
hierarchy, functional hierarchy and measures of effectiveness is discussed in later chapters 
and defined the process to which the team used to execute the analysis of the ACS office 
individual programs. 
Blanchard and Fabrycky (2011) state that “it is necessary to establish some system 
‘metrics’ related to performance, effectiveness, cost…as required to meet customer 
expectations” (40). Additionally, the text discusses how “some of these factors may be 
considered to be more important than others by the customer which will, in turn, influence 
the design process by placing different levels of emphasis on meeting criteria” (40). 
Abiding by this process as discussed in the text focuses the team’s efforts in analyzing each 
program with constant feedback from the ACS office and ensuring the credible metrics and 
weights for each metric are acceptable to the sponsor as well as ensuring that the sponsor 
receives a product that meets their needs. 
Figure 4.  Decomposing Systems Design Requirements. Source: Blanchard 
and Fabrycky (2011). 
5. Value-Focused Thinking
Ralph Keeney’s book Value- Focused Thinking: A Path to Creative Decision-
making discusses that “decision makers may think they understand their objectives well, 
although often this is not the case” (Keeney 1996, 55). The author also discusses “that there 
is a serious lack of structured approaches to promote systematic and deep thinking about 
objectives” (Keeney 1996, 55). The ACS office faces a distinct problem in terms of 
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defining their objectives for each of their individual programs. Chapters III and IV provide 
the framework for the ACS office program managers and staff to identify, structure and 
quantify their objectives through a repeatable and systematic process. 
Chapter III provides guidance on structuring means-ends objectives and the 
importance of “the process of structuring, in helping to identify missing objectives in the 
objectives hierarchy” (Keeney 1992, 69). Chapter IV expands on the structuring of 
objectives and discusses measuring the achievement of the objectives to develop a value 
model. In short, “the measurement of the objectives clarifies their meaning, and this may 
lead to the creation of desirable alternatives-perhaps even an obvious ‘solution’ to a 
problem” (Keeney 1992, 99). The measurement of the objectives, defined by the ACS 
office, will support a value model to allow commanders to make informed decisions with 
quantitative data to support each decision. Keeney goes on to say that when the value model 
is built to aid in the analysis of alternative decisions, measurements of the objectives is 
necessary (Keeney 1992, 99). 
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III. METHODOLOGY TO CONSTRUCT A VALUE MODEL 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methods leveraged in the development 
of the ACS value model framework to support the garrison commander’s ability to take 
informed programmatic decisions. This process consists of a five-step hybrid approach 
combining aspects from the system engineering Vee model and from value - focused 
thinking process. The steps include requirements analysis, objective analysis, functional 
analysis, defining and assigning measurable attributes, and development of the value 
model. Each step builds upon another and is executed sequentially. The emphasis is on the 
left side of the Vee model depicted in Figure 5 (Department of Defense [DoD] 2019) 
consisting of operational need, requirements, and design. The result is a model that 
commanders can use to determine value and thereby prioritize programs within the ACS 
office. 
 
Figure 5.  Systems Engineering Vee. Adapted from Defense Acquisition 
University (2019). 
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The system engineering Vee model provides the structured process for performing 
requirements analysis as well as decomposing and identifying the objectives, functions, 
and attributes associated with the ACS programs. We first built the qualitative model and 
then developed a quantitative model requires numerical data entry. After decomposing the 
objectives, functions, and attributes, the team transitioned to the value model. 
Value-Focused Thinking by Ralph Keeney (1992) provided a sequential process and 
is the primary resource for developing the methodology. This hybrid approach enabled 
the team to create a model that ACS and the garrison commander uses to weigh and assess 
the value each individual ACS program. The breadth of this research and report is 
limited to the United States Army Garrison-Hawaii. 
B. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
Requirements analysis consisted of problem decomposition, which required a
deconstruction of the sponsor’s primary issue to derive the root causes. To further refine 
and comprehend the problem, a kick-off meeting with the sponsor (ACS) was conducted. 
The kick-off meeting was intended to confirm ACS’s needs and the scope of the project. 
The meeting was an essential step of the requirements analysis that also clarified the 
required deliverables. The deliverables included objective hierarchy, functional hierarchy, 
identify appropriate measurable attributes for programs, formulate a credible weight for 
each attribute, and develop a value model for assessment. 
As part of defining the problem, the team analyzed the current and desired 
environments in which ACS operates. This step consisted of establishing the initial 
stakeholder analysis to ensure adequate information is captured in support of the project. 
A crucial part of this step was obtaining an agreement with the stakeholders on the bounds 
of the problem to ensure the focus was on the objective of increasing Soldier readiness. 
Stakeholder analysis started with conducting an onsite visit with USAG – Hawaii 
vat Schofield Barracks to build a strong rapport with key stakeholders and obtain critical 
information. Once onsite, the team received a series of information briefs about ACS 
operations. The briefs included the ACS mission and how each sub-program supports 
Soldiers and their families. The overall goal of the briefs was to receive a holistic 
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understanding of each program’s capabilities, objectives, and functions, including how 
each program manager measures success. After receiving the sub-program briefs, an 
analysis was performed to determine if the measures the program managers used are 
quantifiable. Additionally, the team evaluated if the programs collected data that could 
assist in value model development.  
Furthermore, a meeting with the garrison commander was necessary to receive their 
top concerns and priorities. The garrison commander prioritizes the ACS programs to 
determine the distribution of funds for ACS, as well as which programs are needed or not 
needed for the installation. All programs offered on the installation must align with the 
garrison commander’s priorities and objectives. The garrison commander’s concerns and 
priorities assist with weighing the value model since they are the primary stakeholder. The 
results of the requirements analysis established the framework to develop objective and 
functional analysis. 
C. OBJECTIVE AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
The information briefs and the analysis of individual programs provided the details 
to conduct an objective analysis. Objectives are essential to determine program value. 
According to Keeney, “an objective is a statement of something that one desires to achieve. 
It is characterized by three features: a decision context, an object, and a direction of 
preference” (Keeney 1992, 34). The process initiates with the identification of the highest 
objective derived from ACS’s mission and the priorities of the garrison commander. The 
top-level objective is the goal of the organization and is the overall objective each program 
within ACS must accomplish. Upon completion of defining the top-level objective, the 
team executed a decomposition resulting in an objective hierarchy. This decomposition 
analyzed and determined the lowest level organizational goals to support the creation of 
the value model as well as ensured each objective aligned with the garrison commander’s 
priorities. The lowest nodes of the objective hierarchy are used to determine measurable 
attributes to provide a measurement of the success of the objective. Upon the identification 
of each objective, a definition was provided to ensure the stakeholders have a thorough 
understanding.  
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After finishing an objective hierarchy, the team developed a functional hierarchy 
based on each subordinate ACS program. This process began by reviewing the functions 
that captured what each program must do to achieve its objective. The functional analysis 
included a decomposition of the functions each program performs to derive measurable 
attributes. This portion of the methodology provided valuable insight in efforts to 
determine common measurable attributes for assessing each program’s effectiveness and 
value (Blanchard and Fabrycky 2011, 4). 
D. DEFINING AND ASSIGNING MEASURABLE ATTRIBUTES  
After identifying common objectives across the programs, the team developed and 
assigned measurable attributes to the objectives. Attributes are characteristics that can be 
measured and help determine the degree that an objective is obtained (Keeney 1992). The 
team assigned one to two attributes for each objective. It is essential to keep the number of 
measurable attributes to a minimum to create a value model that has credible, traceable 
metrics. Once we defined the attributes, we identified corresponding measures, which 
could reasonably determine the degree that an objective is obtained. Additionally, the 
attributes and measures are given a definition so the stakeholder have a common 
understanding to support accurate data collection associated with the measures.  
Following the identification of attributes and measures, the team consulted the 
stakeholders for concurrence with the measures. This is a necessary step to determine if the 
identified attributes require further refinement or there is a need to create additional 
measures for the objectives. The team worked with the stakeholders to weight the attributes 
based on the objectives of the programs. Assigning weights to the attributes by the 
stakeholders started the process of developing an attribute preference matrix for the value 
model. 
E. VALUE MODEL  
The value model is intended to quantify, weight, score, and finally, rank order the 
ACS programs. To develop the value model, we mapped the measures to a common value 
scale (0-1). The next step in creation of the value model is to develop an attribute 
prioritization matrix that determined the level of importance of the attributes. Each attribute 
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was assigned a high, medium, or low level of importance and validated by the primary 
stakeholder. The level of importance is subjective and based on the priorities of the 
stakeholder. Following the assignment of importance levels for each attribute, we utilized 
notional data to determine the variance level for each attribute. The variance level is 
important because the greater the variance of the measure, the more the analysis will be 
able to distinguish between alternatives. A clear distinction between alternatives allows 
decision makers to have a clearer understanding of the magnitude the level of importance 
plays in the process of determining a higher-ranking program. The variance was 
determined using the following steps as seen in Table 1:  
• Enter Max and Min Value: based on raw data collection in column two and 
three. 
• 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒓𝒓 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒓𝒓𝒔𝒔+𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒓𝒓 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒓𝒓𝒔𝒔
𝟐𝟐
= 𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒔𝒔: the spreadsheet auto 
fills the data in column four to derive average. 
• 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒓𝒓 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒓𝒓𝒔𝒔−𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒓𝒓 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒓𝒓𝒔𝒔
𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒔𝒔
=  𝒂𝒂𝒎𝒎𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔: the spreadsheet auto 
fills the data in column five to derive variance. 
• 𝒂𝒂𝒎𝒎𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝒎𝒎 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 = 𝒂𝒂𝒎𝒎𝒓𝒓𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝒑𝒑𝒔𝒔𝒓𝒓𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒎𝒎𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒔𝒔: the spreadsheet auto fills 
the data in column six to derive variance %. 




Now that the level of importance and variance was determined, the next step was 
to compute percentage variance using a scale of 0 – 100% where: low 1 – 39%, med 40 – 
84%, and high equal to or greater than 85%. The next step was to place the attribute in the 
appropriate cell within the matrix, as shown in Table 2. For example, if an attribute receives 
a high level of importance and a variation percent of 87% it is placed into the high 
importance and high variance cell within the matrix which is depicted as cell A in Table 2. 
The equation used to compute the percentage variance is: 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  
𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 −𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
 𝑚𝑚 100 
Next, the stakeholder assigned a swing weight to the attributes, utilizing a scale 
from 0–100. These swing weights are assigned by the stakeholder in accordance with their 
level of importance and variance (Parnell and Trainor 2009, 285). These scores are 
subjective but are in accordance with stakeholder’s preference on priorities. As a rule, the 
scores must follow the level of priority labeled in each cell depicted in Table 2. Within the 
attribute prioritization matrix, A > all other cells; B1 > C1, C2,D1, D2, E; B2 >, C2, C3, D1, 
D2, E; C1 >D1, E; C2 >D1, D2, E; C3 > D2, E; D1 >E; D2 >E (Parnell, Driscoll, and 
Henderson 2008). A key note is that a value within a cell is larger than any value to its right 
or down within the attribute prioritization matrix. (A. Hernandez, email to author, 
September 10, 2019). For example, a high importance and a moderate variance cannot have 
a higher swing weight than a high importance and high variance attribute. 
Table 2.   Attribute Prioritization Matrix Cell Priority. Source: Parnell, 
Driscoll, and Henderson (2008). 
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After the stakeholder provides the swing weight within the attribute prioritization 
matrix, a measure weight is derived by dividing each score by the sum of all the scores 
shown in Table 3. Keeney describes this process as scaling constants stating the data is 
then, “assessed from value tradeoffs and a normalized sum to 1.0” (Keeney 1992, 330). 
The measure weight is critical for performing value analysis to each ACS program that 
reflects the stakeholder’s desires and accounts for level of importance. These measure 
weights are incorporated into a value model during the final step within the value model. 
The measure weight is used by the stakeholders to determine the value that the specific 
programs provide.  
Table 3.   Measures Weights Table. Adapted from Keeney (1992). 
 
 
The team utilized a benefit analysis approach to determine the value of the 
individual ACS programs, which is similar to the cost-benefit analyses seen in Mislick and 
Nussbaum’s Cost-Estimation Method and Tools (2015). The reason we used a similar 
approach to the cost-benefit analyses was because Mislick and Nussbaum states it provides, 
“A systematic approach to the problem of choosing the best method of allocating scarce 
resources to a given objective” (271). Adopting cost-benefit analysis method provided 
stakeholders with the ability to measure the value for each ACS program, thus enabling 
them to make informed decisions. 
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Following the completion of deriving measure weights, raw data pertaining to 
individual ACS programs and measures are entered in the Value Analysis Raw Data 
Collection spreadsheet, as shown in Table 4.  
Table 4.   Raw Data Collection Table 
 
 
The following step consisted of transferring data from the Raw Data Collection 
Table, Table 4, to the Value Table shown in Table 5. We transformed the available raw 
data to a common value so that it is possible to compare data obtained from different 
sources. The scaling process takes the raw data from an individual cell in the Raw Data 
Collection Table and divides it by the max value in the row that corresponds to the measure 
to provide a value score.  
The equation used to transform the available raw data to a common value is: 




This results in a value score that becomes the value of the attribute to the 
stakeholder. Mislick and Nussbaum described the scaling process as “taking raw cost data 
and applying adjustments to that data, to gain consistent, comparable data to be used in 
your estimates” (2015, 103). Scaling the data allowed for equal comparisons between the 
individual programs, “an apple to apples” comparison. Due to the lack of applicable data 
from the ACS office, the team utilized notional data based on a proportional view of the 
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available aggregated data from CTS reports and input from the ACS office program 
managers. The notional data applied to the value model was based on the limited 
quantitative information from each individual subordinate program office’s CTS reports. 
The notional data was developed in conjunction with the ACS office program managers as 
a proportional set of data based off available aggregated data and estimations of throughput 
for each office. This includes the minimum and maximum scores that we would expect to 
be based on the attribute measures from the available reports. This data consisted of an 
aggregate of demographic information from the CTS reports as well as notional data used 
to support the newly developed objectives and measures that support the offices that had 
no quantitative measures previously developed.  
Table 5.   Value Table 
 
 
Following the scaling of the data, each data point is weighted. To compute the 
weighted rank for each programs attribute measure, we first multiplied the measure weight 
for a specific attribute measure by the value data. Next, we utilized the weighted rank 
column and summed the weighted rank value of each measure into a total weighted value 
for the program. This process is repeated for each program. The purpose of weighing the 
value score, shown as the rank in Table 6, is to account for the level of importance and 
variance when determining the individual program values. These measure weights are 
transferred from the measure weights table as well as the value data for each program from 
the value table into the weighted ranking table. 
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Table 6.   Weighted Value Score 
 
 
Based on these total weighted values, we were then able to rank order each of the 
programs based on their weighted value score. With the completion of the weighted 
ranking table, a score provides a value for each program. This score or value is the output 
of the value model to allow the stakeholders to prioritize the programs within ACS. The 
prioritization of ACS programs using the value score that are rank ordered enables the 
garrison commanders to make informed decisions using a systematic approach.  
Finally, a sensitivity analysis was performed to determine if extreme changes in the 
measure weights alter the decision or value of the individual programs (A. Hernandez, 
email to author, September 10, 2019). A sensitivity analysis examines how a decision 
might change with different input data (Blanchard & Fabrycky 2011). This analysis centers 
on the stakeholder’s preferences and priorities of each measure, which will then change 
that particular measure. According to Keeney, “one key element involved in the assessment 
of anybody’s values is the realization that the responses may involve sensitive issues.” 
(Keeney 1992, 151). It is important to determine if the weights are sensitive to change and 
how the results may influence outcomes and decisions because different data points having 
different weights may significantly alter predetermined values. For example, when 
adjusting one measure from zero to one, does it change the outcome? This process is 
repeated for each measure to determine if there is sensitivity associated with the model. 
Furthermore, the stakeholder should avoid utilizing the same score for different measures 
if the model is deemed sensitive. For example, if one program score is a 55 and there is 
some level of sensitivity, the stakeholder should not use as score of 55 for another measure 
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as it will possibly result in the same score for another program. In the event that there is 
known sensitivity, the stakeholder should error on the side of caution when scoring 
measures. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTING THE VALUE MODEL FRAMEWORK 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The methodology in Chapter III allowed the team to develop the value model. Due 
to a lack of quantitative data from the ACS office, the team executed and implemented the 
value model using notional data to prove that the value model behaves as intended. The 
notional data referenced in this chapter represents what was described as raw data in 
chapter three. The notional data consists of an aggregate of demographic information from 
the CTS reports as well as notional data used to support the newly developed objectives 
and measures that support the offices that had no quantitative measures previously 
developed. This data was developed in conjunction with the ACS office program managers 
as a proportional set of data based off available aggregated data and estimations of 
throughput for each office. The notional data applied to the value model was based on the 
limited quantitative information from each individual subordinate program office’s CTS 
reports. This chapter highlights the outcomes, values, and sensitivity of the value model as 
well as how to appropriately incorporate authentic quantitative data, aligned with the 
measures, attributes, and objectives into the model after it is collected.  
B. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
To begin understanding the stakeholder’s problem, the team conducted an onsite 
visit with the key staff of ACS for the USAG-Hawaii. The onsite visit allowed the team to 
build a strong rapport with key stakeholders and obtain critical information. A kick-off 
meeting with the ACS office included a review of ACS’s six individual programs, 
specifically focusing on their mission objectives, functions, and the ways each program 
measures success. Information from the meeting allowed the team to decompose the 
objectives and functions and better define ACS’s problem. Table 7 captures the key 
information collected for each program. The meeting also resulted in an agreement of the 
deliverables from this study: objective hierarchy, functional hierarchy, measurable 
attributes, credible weight for each attribute, and a value model for assessment.  
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Table 7.   ACS Individual Program Information. 
ACS Program Overview Summarized from Kick-Off Meeting 






support center for 
Soldiers and family 
during change of 
duty location.  
Provide information 





Utilization of the 
Program 





Soldiers and family 
members on 






Utilization of the 
Program 
(# of throughput) 
Family Advocacy 
Program 
Prevent incidents of 
child abuse/neglect 
and domestic 









Utilization of the 
Program 






and emergencies.  
Aligns programs with 
unit deployment 
cycles, provide pre 
and post deployment 
support services, 











Utilization of the 
program 




support to surviving 
families of fallen 
Soldiers and reassure 
survivors that they 





Utilization of the 
program 
(# of throughput) 
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ACS Program Overview Summarized from Kick-Off Meeting 
Program Mission Function ACS Previous 
Success Metric 
remain valued 




HEART Act, support 
coordinators, benefit 






Provide resources to 
help Soldiers and 
family members with 
a career plan and job 
search. 
 
Provide federal job 
positioning, resume 
writing, career 








Utilization of the 
program 
(# of throughput) 
Adapted from U.S. Army (n.d.b, n.d.c, n.d.d, n.d.e, n.d.f, n.d.g).  
 
The missions and functions of each program office were individually analyzed to 
identify gaps in the ability to quantitatively measure each program’s respective desired 
outcome. The team found that the ACS administrators did not have the ability to measure 
program outcomes. This led to the development of requirements to derive a model to 
measure each program’s value to support the office’s mission. Determining the function of 
each program allowed the team and the ACS program personnel to work together to 
determine whether any metrics currently exist and what, if any, metrics can be collected. 
The development of these metrics also allowed the ACS office to identify what the true 
linkage is between their objectives and supporting Soldier readiness. In certain cases, there 
was limited, or no measurable link between the objectives and functions. 
The end result of the requirements analysis is a set of requirements listed below. 
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Table 8.   ACS Office Requirements 
Office Name Requirement 
Relocation Readiness Program Shall provide information and resources 
for upcoming duty location, lending 
closet, sponsorship training.  
Financial Readiness Program Shall provide remedial, preventative and 
proactive counseling for financial 
readiness.  
Family Advocacy Program Shall provide preventative education, new 
parent support, unit training, exceptional 
family member training, victim advocacy. 
Mobility/Deployment Program Shall align programs with unit 
deployment cycles, provide pre and post 
deployment support services, assist with 
FRG plans, operate emergency family 
assistance center during NEO operations, 
case manager for Army Disaster 
Personnel Accountability and Assessment 
System (ADPAAS).  
Survival Outreach Services Program Shall provide final move housing 
opportunities, medical benefits, financial 
education/benefits, HEART Act, support 
coordinators, benefit plans, gold star 
installation access, support groups, special 
interest. 
Employment Readiness Program Shall provide federal job positioning, 
resume writing, career counseling, job 
fairs, classes, assessments, interviewing 
techniques, networking, employment 
orientation, license and certifications. 
Adapted from U.S. Army (n.d.b, n.d.c, n.d.d, n.d.g, n.d.e).  
C. DEVELOPMENT OF AN OBJECTIVE HIERARCHY AND FUNCTIONAL 
DECOMPOSITION 
After identifying the requirements from each respective ACS office, we used the 
requirements to develop the objective hierarchy and functional decomposition. The 
objective hierarchy specifies how the system must behave. Since the value model is not a 
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physical system, the “ilities” involved with the value model must tie back to the missions 
of each ACS program office. Soldier “availability” is tied to the objective hierarchy 
established for the ACS program. These objectives are identified in Figure 6. The objective 
analysis created in conjunction with the ACS program office identified the stakeholder’s 
expected outcomes.  
The functional hierarchy describes what the system must do and assists in 
identifying the measurable attributes and the metrics associated with each program. In a 
functional analysis, the stakeholder identifies exactly what the system, or system of 
systems must do to achieve the overarching purpose. The team viewed the ACS office as 
a system of systems in order to decompose the functions appropriately based on the 
organization of the ACS program office. 
Despite the two hierarchies being developed sequentially, the hierarchies 
eventually have to merge to ensure that the system meets what the requirements of what it 
is supposed to do, as well as what the intent of the stakeholders are for a particular program. 
Both hierarchies informed the development of the attributes and their measures. 
We determined that the overall objective for ACS was to increase Solider readiness 
which nests with the garrison commander’s and the Army’s Chief of Staff’s priorities. The 
objective hierarchy enabled the team to decompose the highest objective derived from 
ACS’s mission and then analyze and determine the lowest level organizational goals. The 
lowest nodes of the objective hierarchy were used to determine measurable attributes to 
provide a measurement of the success of the objective. 
The breakdown of the overall objective into four supporting objectives: “Increase 
financial capability,” “improve well-being,” “increase morale,” and “increase safety.” An 
example of the supporting objective nodes to the primary objective can be defined as the 
reduction of service-member debt, which allows for a security clearance to be granted in 
conjunction with their primary Military Occupational Specialty (MOS). For instance, the 
lack of a security clearance degrades mission readiness and reduces deployable combat 
power, thus reducing Soldier readiness. The team then defined each of these objectives and 
received ACS concurrence of the objectives and their associated definitions. Figure 6 
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shows a graphical representation of the objective hierarchy. Each objective is defined in 
Table 9. 
 
Figure 6.  ACS Objective Hierarchy 
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Table 9.   ACS Objective Definitions 
Objectives Definition 
Increase Financial Capability Promotes financial literacy for the Soldier and/or their 
dependents that will benefit the Soldier in their 
personnel and professional lives that increases Soldier 
and Family Readiness and by decreasing stressors and 
potential loss of security clearance 
Improve Well-Being Promotes the Soldier and/or dependent to engage and 
have access to referral and resources which results in 
empowering themselves to choose healthier behaviors 
and lifestyles, and make changes that reduce the risk of 
developing physical or behavioral issues that degrades 
Soldier and Family Readiness 
Increase Morale Increase confidence and discipline in Soldiers and/or 
dependent and their willingness and confidence levels to 
perform assigned tasks and daily functions which result 
in Soldier and Family Readiness 
Increase Safety Promotes the Soldier and Family from engaging and/or 
recovering from harmful and dangerous behaviors that 
result in Soldier and Family Readiness 
 
Blanchard and Fabrycky (2011) states that “a function refers to a discrete action (or 
series of actions) that is necessary and sufficient to achieve a given objective.” Upon 
completion of the objective hierarchy, the team identified the ACS primary functions. A 
thorough analysis of the information provided to the team during the kick-off meeting 
supported development of clear definitions that tied back to the objectives. Each function 
was developed and aligned in coordination with the ACS office to support the overall ACS 
objective of increased Soldier readiness. The analysis consisted of examining each 
individual program within ACS and scoping them to a distinguishable function. The team 
defined the primary function of ACS is to provide Soldier and family services. After the 
primary function was developed, further decomposition was conducted to capture ACS 
program’s function. The team ensured that when decomposing each program that their 
function ultimately mapped back to the primary function of ACS, which is to increase 
Soldier readiness. Figure 7 depicts the functional hierarchy. The functional hierarchy 
assisted the team in deriving measurable attributes and gave the team the tools to develop 
the value model.  
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Figure 7.  ACS Functional Hierarchy
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D. DEFINING AND ASSIGNING MEASURABLE ATTRIBUTES
Once the objectives and functions of ACS were defined, the team identified and
defined measurable attributes for each of the objectives. The objective to “increase 
financial capability” was assigned two attributes, “financial debt” and “Confidence in self 
direction with finances.” These attributes were then assigned measures. The attribute 
“financial debt” was assigned the measure “percent of debt reduction.” The second attribute 
“Confidence in self direction with finances” was assigned the measurement “improved 
confidence and application of financial readiness.” The next objective “improve well-
being” was assigned the attribute “utility” which was assigned the measure “number of 
client referrals made to resources.” The second attribute for objective “improves well-
being” is “confidence in ability to receive available resources” and was assigned the 
measurement “client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved 
well-being.” The next objective “increase morale” was assigned the attribute of “positive 
attitude or perspective.” This attribute was assigned the measurement of “percent of client 
confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided.” Finally, the objective 
“increase safety” was assigned the attribute “confidence in ability to live in secure 
environment” with the associated measurement “number of safety prevention and 
interventions.” Each measure must be traced through its respective attribute, and aligned 
to its objective. This allows each measure to be traced back to the lower node of the 
objective hierarchy in order to be a repeatable, dependable and traceable measure for future 
metric analysis.  
Table 10.  Objective to Attribute to Measure Mapping 
Objective Attribute Measure 
Increase Financial 
Capability 
Financial Debt A. % of debt reduction
Confidence in self 
direction with finances 




Improve Well-Being Utility C. # of referrals made to
resources
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Objective Attribute Measure 
Confidence in ability 
to receive available 
resources 
D. Client reported access to 
referrals and resources 
that resulted in improved 
Well-Being 
Increase Morale Positive Attitude or 
Perspective 
E. % of client confidence in 
abilities and resilience 
after services provided 
Increase Safety Confidence in ability 
to live in secure 
environment 
F. # of Safety prevention and 
interventions 
 
Refer to Table 9 for the objective-to-attribute-to-measure map and Table 10 for the 
definition of each measure.  
Table 11.   Definition of Measures 
Measure Definition of Measure 
A. % debt 
reduction  
The amount of debt the Soldier or Family Member reports on initial 
visit compared to the amount of debt the Soldier or Family Member 
reports 6 months after services. Accomplished by providing a 
survey during the initial service and 6 months after services are 
complete. 






Soldier or Family Members level of confidence and application of 
information after services and intervention. (Accomplished through 
a post service survey) 
C. # of referrals 
made to 
resources 
The gross number of referrals to and from ACS during a fiscal year. 
(Data is collected through the Client Tracking System (CTS) and 
Military Family Life Consultant (MFLC) referrals, extended 
contact sessions, education, training, and interventions regarding 
Well-Being.) 







Soldier or Family increased/improved their way of life after receipt 
of services. On a scale from 1 to 10, how is your mental/physical 
health post services. (Accomplished through a post service survey) 
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Measure Definition of Measure 






This measures their overall level of confidence in abilities and 
resilience after services provided. (The increase or decrease in the 
Soldier or Family Member morale level determined through a 
baseline survey at the initial service and follow-on survey at 
completion of services. The metric is the delta between the baseline 
survey and follow-on survey.) 
F. # of Safety 
prevention and 
interventions 
Consists of all safety prevention and interventions as the result of 
receiving service and or referrals from ACS. 
 
E. VALUE MODEL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
1. Variance, Swing Weight and Measure Weight Based on Notional Data 
Through open dialog and collaboration with the stakeholder, a level of importance 
was established for each measure as shown in Table 11. The level of importance is a key 
component for assigning a swing weight to each attribute. As shown in Table 11, the 
stakeholder determined there were three high, two medium, and one low measure with 
regard to their level of importance to accomplishing ACS’ objectives.  
Table 12.   Stakeholder Assigned Importance of Measures 
 
 
A variance has to be determined in order to assist in establishing what program is 
ranked lowest and what program is ranked the highest in terms of variability (Hernandez 
2019). As previously discussed, the team had to use notional data from the subject matter 
Objectives Attribute Measures Stakeholder Importance 
A. % of debt reduction Low
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of financial 
readiness
Medium
C. # of referrals made to resources High
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in 
improved Well-Being
High
Increase Morale E. % of client confidence in abilites and resilience after services provided Medium




experts at ACS to enter the minimum and maximum values associated with each measure 
into the variance table. The variance was determined using the following steps: 
• Enter Max and Min Value: based on raw data collection into the Max and 
Min columns in Table 12. 
• (Max + Min) / 2 = Average 
• (Min – Max) / Average = Variance 
• Variance * 100 = Variance % 
The use of the min and max values enabled the team to derive the variance percent 
required to input the measures into the prioritization matrix. Notional data was utilized 
since ACS does not collect the data required for the identified measures within the value 
model. The variance and percent of variances associated with each measure are depicted 
in the Table 13.  
Table 13.   Variance Table 
 
 
Following derivation of each measure’s variance percent and the importance levels 
assigned by the stakeholders, the measures were then placed into the prioritization matrix 
shown in Table 14. Classifying the variance percentage using a scale of 0 – 100% where: 
low 1 – 39%, med 40 – 84%, and high equal to or greater than 85% is a conservative 
approach to classifying low, medium and high variance within the table because this 
derives an objective view of the quantifiable data that limits subjective variability.  
Max Min Average Variance Variance %
45 0 22.50 2.00 200.00
120 65 92.50 0.59 59.46
80 39 59.50 0.69 68.91
60 30 45.00 0.67 66.67
90 65 77.50 0.32 32.26
30 5 17.50 1.43 142.86
Variance Table
C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
Variation in range = (max value - min value) / average value
Attribute Measures
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness	
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Table 14.   Attribute Prioritization Matrix 
Next, the team, in coordination with the ACS leads, assigned a swing weight, from 
1 to 100 based on the location of the measure within the prioritization matrix. For example, 
measure F was assigned a swing weight of 95 based on the level of priority associated with 
a high importance and high variance. Once the swing weights are identified and applied to 
each of the measure, the team used the swing weights to determine the measure weights 




where: 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 = the weight of the individual attribute 
𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = the score of the individual attribute 
The process for calculating the measured weights scales the swing weights into a 
value between zero to one. Table 15 provides the measure weights for each measure. The 
measure weights are required for the final step of the value model to determine overall 
value of the individual programs. The inclusion of the measure weights incorporates the 
stakeholder’s priority of the measure into the model. 
High Medium Low
High (> 85%)
F. (95) A. (40)
Medium (40% - 
84%)
D. (80) C. (52) B. (49)
Low (1% - 39%)
E. (35)

















Table 15.   Calculated Measure Weights 
2. Inputting Notional Raw Data, Scaling and Weighting to Determine
Value Score
Leveraging the same data previously collected to determine the variance, the team 
then entered the notional data into the raw data table, Table 16. 
Table 16.   Program Notional Data 
Following the input of raw data, the raw score must be translated into a value score, 
on a scale of 0 to 1. This must occur to ensure there is an equal comparison between the 
programs. Scaling reduces the wide variation that occur among the raw data.  
This process occurs through the function of transforming the raw score into a value 
score and dividing the raw score by the max score that is possible. Scaling the data allowed 
for equal comparisons between the individual programs, “an apple to apples” comparison. 














C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided











Raw Raw Raw Raw Raw Raw
5.00 35.00 45.00 20.00 5.00 0.00
70.00 85.00 120.00 85.00 65.00 70.00
39.00 55.00 80.00 75.00 50.00 57.00
30.00 60.00 45.00 40.00 35.00 50.00
75.00 90.00 85.00 65.00 65.00 90.00
10.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 30.00
ACS Programs
Attribute Measures
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client reported improved confidence and application of financial
capabilities
C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in 
improved Well-Being
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services
provided 
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
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Table 17.   Value Matrix 
After transforming the raw score into a value score, each data point is multiplied 
by the measure weight to account for the level of importance and level of variance of each 
attribute. The weighted measure of a programs attribute is summed to provide a value of 
the program. Table 18 displays the value of each program using notional data. In this 
example, the Family Advocacy Program received the highest score based on the notional 
data.  
Table 18.   Weighted Ranks and Measures 
Figure 8 provides a graphical depiction in the form of a histogram, of the values 
associated with each of the programs. This is the type of data and depiction of that data that 
can make it easier for a garrison commander to make a well-informed decision on the 
prioritization of ACS programs based on each respective program’s ability to support 











0.11 0.78 1.00 0.44 0.11 0.00
0.58 0.71 1.00 0.71 0.54 0.58
0.50 0.69 1.00 0.94 0.63 0.71
0.50 1.00 0.75 0.67 0.58 0.83
0.83 1.00 0.94 0.72 0.72 1.00
0.33 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 1.00F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
Attribute Measures
ACS Programs Value
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client reported improved confidence and application of financial
readiness
C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in 
improved Well-Being




Weight Value Data Weighted Rank Value Data Weighted Rank Value Data Weighted Rank Value Data Weighted Rank Value Data Weighted Rank Value Data Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.11 0.11 0.01 0.78 0.09 1.00 0.11 0.44 0.05 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.14 0.58 0.08 0.71 0.10 1.00 0.14 0.71 0.10 0.54 0.08 0.58 0.08
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.15 0.50 0.07 0.69 0.10 1.00 0.15 0.94 0.14 0.63 0.09 0.71 0.11
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.23 0.50 0.11 1.00 0.23 0.75 0.17 0.67 0.15 0.58 0.13 0.83 0.19
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after
services provided 0.10 0.83 0.08 1.00 0.10 0.94 0.09 0.72 0.07 0.72 0.07 1.00 0.10
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.27 0.33 0.09 0.17 0.05 0.17 0.05 0.17 0.05 0.17 0.05 1.00 0.27
∑ = 1.00 Score = 0.46 Score = 0.66 Score = 0.71 Score = 0.56 Score = 0.43 Score = 0.75
Relocation Survival Outreach Services Financial Readiness
ACS Programs Weighted Ranking
Employment Readiness Mobility/Deployment FAP
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the highest; however, the display shows that Financial Readiness is scored just slightly 
lower. This visual provides a more meaningful display when commanders’ time is limited 
and the point needs to be made clearly and succinctly. 
 
Figure 8.  Graphical Depiction of Value Scores 
The value function depicted in the equation below was used to score the programs 
within the ACS portfolio. This formula consists of utilizing the value data and multiplies 
it by the measure weight for each program to derive a weighted total scores rank associated 
with a program’s specific measure which enables you to rank the program. The final step 
is to sum the weighted rank of each program to derive a total program value. After looking 
at the calculated values, the stakeholder can easily prioritize each of the program’s rankings 
based on the highest value being ranked the highest and the lowest value being ranked the 
lowest. This would depict a higher value representing a greater positive impact on Soldier 










where: i = attribute; A, … F 
j = program; 1, … 6 
  1 = Relocation Readiness Program 
  2 = Survivor Outreach Services 
  3 = Financial Readiness Program 
  4 = Employment Readiness Program 
  5 = Mobilization/Deployment Program 
  6 = Family Advocacy Program  
xj = Program j 
xij = value of attribute i for program j 
3. Sensitivity Analysis 
The final step consisted of the team performing sensitivity analysis on the measure 
weights to view the effect of changing the swing weights value and how that affects the 
investment strategy. Based on Parnell, Driscoll and Henderson’s (2008) discussion on 
swing weights, the team utilized their preferred method for analyzing sensitivity on weights 
by performing sensitivity analysis is to 
vary the weight across the range of interest…If the preferred solution does 
not change across the range of interest, then we do not need to spend time 
resolving a disagreement between the measure values. If the preferred 
solution changes, then we need to present that change to the key 
stakeholders and decision makers. (410)  
For the purposes of this report, a simple sensitivity analysis was conducted in order 
to determine the level of sensitivity of each program’s measure. This was achieved by 
adjusting the swing weights to a single extreme value while maintaining a consistent value 
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across the remaining measures, on a scale of zero to one-hundred and was repeated for each 
measure. The purpose of a single extreme value is to determine where the change occurs 
when adjusting the swing weights and how that change affects the sum of weighted ranks. 
Table 19 shows the first step in the sensitivity analysis. The team conducted the 
first analysis by placing the extreme swing weight value for measure A, “Percent of debt 
reduction” at 95. This adjusted the measure weight from 0.11 to 0.32. All other measure 
weights were commonly adjusted to 40 for simplicity purposes, which, in turn, adjusted 
the measure weight to 0.14. 
Table 19.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure A Swing Weight  
 
 
After deriving the adjusted measure weights through the extreme value weighting, 
the measure weight values were transferred into the weighted ranking as shown in Table 
20. The results revealed that based on the weighted measures, the “Financial Readiness” 
program has the highest overall program rank in terms of value. 















C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness	
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
Attribute Measures
Measure 
Weight  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.32 0.04 0.25 0.32 0.14 0.04 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.08
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.10
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.14 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.11
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after 
services provided 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.14
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.14 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.14













The same process as outlined for “Measure A” was executed in the same manner 
for all remaining program measures. Performing the same steps for each individual 
measure, resulted in the same outcome of favoring the “Financial Readiness” program. The 
purpose of executing this sensitivity analysis is to test if the rank order of each program’s 
changes. There were minor value changes across each program in the weighted ranking 
tables due to the adjusted swing weights; however, they are not significant enough to 
change the investment strategy of the program. The results of adjusting swing weights for 
measures B through E can be found in Appendix F, “Sensitivity Analysis Results 
Comparison.” 
Repeating the same process, we placed an extreme single swing weight value of 95 
for “Measure F” and placed common weights of 40 across the remaining value measures. 
This resulted in the only change to the overall program value across all the measures as 
displayed in Table 21.  
Table 21.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure F Swing Weight 
 
 
After inputting the measure weights from Table 20 into the value model, this altered 
previous results and calculated a new outcome showing that FAP has the highest value of 
0.75 as shown in Table 22. This change indicates that the investment strategy can change 
based on stakeholder preference or prioritization of measures. Stakeholders need to be 
aware and informed that the measure is subject to sensitivity and that it is necessary to 














C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness	
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
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Table 22.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure F Weighted Ranking Results 
 
 
Because a change in the swing weight may significantly alter investment strategies, 
the next step was to determine where that point of change occurs in the altering of the swing 
weight. To ensure that this model is repeatable and defendable across new commands over 
extended periods of time the team determined how sensitive the model is to change. The 
extreme value swing weight was incrementally decreased to a value that showed no change 
to the overall program ranking. As depicted in Table 23, the point of change occurs at a 
swing weight value of 75. 
Table 23.   Swing Weight Measure Sensitivity Change. 
 
 
As depicted in Table 24, the extreme value swing weight change to 75 now results 




Weight  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.14 0.02 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.08
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.10
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.14 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.11
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after 
services provided 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.14
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.32 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.32

























C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness	
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
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Table 24.   Swing Weight Sensitivity Analysis Results 
 
 
Understanding the impacts of this sensitivity analysis is important because it 
informs the stakeholders and decision makers that in the event you provide a swing weight 
of Measure F that is near twice as much as all other measures, then FAP will always be the 
most valuable program. This shows the stakeholder that the value model has sensitivity to 
the weight of Measure F, and that he or she should be cognizant of it. This can lead to 
significant investment strategy changes and require a re-analysis of the swing weights and 




Weight  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.15 0.02 0.11 0.15 0.06 0.02 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.15 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.08
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.15 0.07 0.10 0.15 0.14 0.09 0.10
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.15 0.07 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.12
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after 
services provided 0.15 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.15
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.27 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.27
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSION
This report identified the need for installations to use quantifiable and objective
metrics to prioritize specific programs within the ACS program office. A framework was 
established to model value for the IMCOM-Pacific ACS program office by developing an 
objective, relevant, traceable and repeatable model that can be used by commanders to 
quantitatively align priorities and assign values for individual installations programs. The 
ultimate goal of this model is to quantitatively, not subjectively, support the commander’s 
goal of improving Soldier readiness to support combatant commands. 
The ACS office can be viewed as an actual “system of systems.” Therefore, a 
framework for valuing that system and its components can be done through a Systems 
Engineering approach. This approach identified the objective and functional hierarchies of 
ACS, which led to the development of attributes, measures and an acceptable initial value 
model to inform decision making by garrison command teams. Prior to this study’s 
development of a framework and value model, there was no method within the ACS office 
or the IMCOM-Pacific office to assign and measure value of individual programs. As such, 
the means for supporting decisions to invest in programs limited in their traceability.  
ACS offices cannot continue to support programs that are based on subjective 
measures and decision criterion. The value model from this study provides a quantitative 
metric associated with each program that allows commanders to make informed decisions 
on their installations and support the overall IMCOM mission of increasing Soldier 
readiness.  
B. FINDINGS
1. Lack of Linked Objectives
During stakeholder analysis, the team determined the best way to view the ACS 
hierarchy was in the context of a SoS and therefore a set of relevant objectives needed to 
be identified to connect all the programs. It became evident that the ACS primary objective 
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of “Increased Soldier Readiness” was not clearly defined. Individual program offices under 
ACS had limited alignment to ACS’s overarching objective.  
2. Uninformed Data Collection 
Although the ACS office was collecting rudimentary demographic data from the 
CTS system, this data had limited applicability to measuring a program’s effectiveness and 
alignment to the primary objective of “Increase Soldier Readiness.” The specific 
quantitative metrics to collect must have commonality and traceability across the programs 
within the ACS office. The ACS office did not have the correct data because of a lack of a 
systematic approach to measure those attributes. 
3. Misaligned Measures and Lack of Common Attributes 
Some programs do not have attributes that are aligned to “Increasing Soldier 
Readiness,” the primary objective of the ACS office. This is illustrated in the utilization of 
the CTS reports as the only common metric across each program. The CTS report only 
provides aggregate demographic data and throughput to determine the number and type of 
users utilizing the programs. This is not a valid metric to assess program effectiveness or 
prioritize programs, as it does not determine value with regard to the overall objective. 
Certain programs within the ACS office, such as the Financial Readiness Program had a 
valid measure but did not utilize the data appropriately to determine value across the 
financial readiness office or share that information with the remaining ACS office 
programs. This misalignment underscores the importance of the Financial Readiness office 
and the required commonality of attributes to support “Increased Soldier Readiness.” 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
• Utilize the framework and value model as a commander’s tool  
The framework outlines the method in which ACS program offices can 
define and measure attributes and to place quantifiable metrics into a value 
model. The value model itself is a commander’s tool to collect data and 
validate the results for implementation and prioritization of programs within 
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the ACS office. It is recommended that the tool be used to define and 
support decision-making in support of ACS program offices on USAG-
Hawaii. Where no framework previously existed, this initial value model 
can provide a baseline tool for commanders to achieve optimized decision 
making with data not previously available.  
• Value model validation with actual data 
After identifying common objectives across the programs, this framework 
developed and assigned measurable attributes to the objectives. The 
measurable attributes need to be quantitatively measured and retained as 
organizational data to better support decision-making by commanders. It is 
necessary for this empirical data to be collected on every attribute to provide 
the necessary information to place into the model. It is also recommended 
that the number of measurable attributes be kept to a minimum to ensure 
the value model is simplistic enough for utilization, but detailed enough to 
capture the necessary information to support garrison commander 
decisions. 
• Collect and refine the applicable appropriate attributes 
Ensuring the appropriate attributes are collected to be placed into the value 
model is vital. The premise of this report was to define the attributes for the 
IMCOM-Pacific ACS office, due to the lack of attributes associated with 
relevant and quantifiable metrics. The metrics defined in this project reflect 
a level of commonality across the ACS office programs with the overall 
objective of increasing Soldier readiness. If new metrics are developed, a 
direct connection needs to be made on a corresponding functional hierarchy 
that shows the attribute being collected supports an objective that aligns 
with increasing Soldier readiness. A failure to collect data on the applicable 
appropriate attributes will limit the capacity of the model to run correctly 
and an incorrect or misguided interpretation of the analysis may result. The 
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intent of ensuring applicable appropriate attributes is to support a 
quantitative, objective view of each individual program to support 
commander decision making. 
• Applicability to other command 
This model should be used to determine value of programs within other 
command headquarter and organizations. This framework was developed in 
conjunction with the needs, functions and objectives of the USAG-Hawaii 
ACS office. Despite using USAG-Hawaii as the sponsor for this report, the 
framework and value model can be utilized across any installation and in 
any command. Each garrison command has unique limitations and 
constraints to support Soldiers and increase Soldier readiness. While each 
command may have different priorities, the ability to weigh programs based 
on those priorities is a unique factor in this tool and allows the model to be 
used across any installation. Individual commanders may use the tool to 
appropriately weight different programs from different offices to capture 
unique needs and have a defined measure of value for future decision-
making. 
• Utilizing an optimization Model for funding priority programs 
Follow-on research should be conducted to build upon the value model 
developed to support optimizing decision. Three elements should be 
involved in the follow-on research, including value scoring, optimization 
for determining funding priorities and a comparison of optimization with 
historical data. A key variable in this future research relies on accurate and 
relevant data collected through this reports methodology and framework to 
provide a baseline for the value scoring, optimized funding decisions, and 
comparisons on historical data. 
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APPENDIX A. EXECUTION CHECKLIST 
 
Figure 9.  Step 1: Level of Importance Table 
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Figure 10.  Step 2: Variance Table 
 
Figure 11.  Step 3: Attribute Prioritization Matrix 
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Figure 12.  Step 4: Measure Weights Table 
 
Figure 13.  Step 5: Raw Data Collection Table 
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Figure 14.  Step 6: Value Table 
 
Figure 15.  Step 7: Weighted Ranking Table  
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APPENDIX B. OBJECTIVE AND MEASURE DEFINITIONS 
• Definition of Objectives 
• Increase Financial Capability 
• Promotes financial literacy or the Soldier and/or their 
dependents that will benefit the Soldier in their personnel 
and professional lives that increases Soldier and Family 
Readiness and by decreasing stressors and potential loss of 
security clearance.  
• Improve Well-Being 
• Promotes the Soldier and/or dependent to engage and have 
access to referral and resources which results in empowering 
themselves to choose healthier behaviors and lifestyles, and 
make changes that reduce the risk of developing physical or 
behavioral issues that degrades Soldier and Family 
Readiness.  
• Improve Morale 
• Increase confidence and discipline in Soldiers and/or 
dependent and their willingness and confidence levels to 
perform assigned tasks and daily functions which result in 
Soldier and Family Readiness.  
• Increase Safety 
• Promotes the Soldier and Family from engaging and/or 
recovering from harmful and dangerous behaviors that result 
in Soldier and Family Readiness. 
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• Definition of Measures 
• Percentage of debt reduction:  
• The amount of debt the Soldier or Family Member reports 
on initial visit compared to the amount of debt the Soldier or 
Family Member reports 6 months after services. 
Accomplished by providing a survey during the initial 
service and 6 months after services are complete. (Interviews 
with client)  
• Number of clients with improved confidence and application of 
financial readiness: 
• Soldier or Family Members level of confidence and 
application of information after services and intervention. 
(Accomplished through a post service survey)  
• Number of client referrals and resources: 
• The gross number of referrals to and from ACS during a 
fiscal year. (Data is collected through the Client Tracking 
System (CTS) and Military Family Life Consultant (MFLC) 
referrals, extended contact sessions, education, training, and 
interventions regarding Well-Being.)  
• Overall Improved Well-Being after services: 
• Soldier or Family increased/improved their way of life after 
receipt of services. On a scale from 1 to 10, how is your 
mental/physical health post services. (Accomplished 
through a post service survey) 
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• Percentage of increase in morale after services provided: 
• This measures their overall level of confidence in abilities 
and resilience after services provided. (The increase or 
decrease in the Soldier or Family Member morale level 
determined through a baseline survey at the initial service 
and follow-on survey at completion of services. The metric 
is the delta between the baseline survey and follow-on 
survey.) 
• Number of prevention and interventions: 
• Consists of all safety prevention and interventions as the 
result of receiving service and or referrals from ACS. 
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APPENDIX C. EXAMPLE DATA COLLECTION SURVEY 
The purpose of this example survey is to allow the ACS office to have a centralized 
data collection process that can be utilized across all programs. This survey should be 
collected in conjunction with aggregated demographic data, such as the data from CTS to 
capture the information necessary to support the value model. This example survey should 
be executed following each office visit or counseling. 
 








Did you improve confidence in application of financial readiness after receiving ACS 
services*?  
 
 Yes or No  
 
Were you provided a referral, directly or indirectly, to receive ACS services*?  
 
 Yes or No  
 
Did the ACS service* provide a referral to another ACS program or agency?  
 
 Yes or No  How many?  
 
Did your access to referrals or ACS resources* result in improved Well-Being?  
 
 Yes or No  
 
Did the ACS service* help you prevent a safety risk? 
 
 Yes or No  
 
Did the ACS service* intervene to prevent a safety risk?  
 
 Yes or No 
 
*Insert respective program/office  
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APPENDIX D. FUNCTIONAL HIERARCHY BREAKDOWN OVERVIEW 
 
Figure 16.  Function 1.1: Provide Employment Resources 
 
Figure 17.  Function 1.2: Provide FAP Services 
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Figure 18.  Function 1.3: Provide Financial Readiness Support 
 
Figure 19.  Function 1.4: Provide Mobility Deployment Readiness Services 
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Figure 20.  Function 1.5: Provide Relocation Services 
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APPENDIX E. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULT COMPARISON 
Table 25.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure B Swing Weight  
 
Table 26.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure B Weighted Ranking Results 
 
















C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness	
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
Attribute Measures
Measure 
Weight  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.14 0.02 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.32 0.19 0.23 0.32 0.23 0.17 0.19
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.10
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.14 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.11
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after 
services provided 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.14
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.14 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.14

























C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness	
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
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Table 28.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure C Weighted Ranking Results 
 
Table 29.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure D Swing Weight  
 





Weight  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.14 0.02 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.08
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.32 0.16 0.22 0.32 0.30 0.20 0.23
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.14 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.11
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after 
services provided 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.14
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.14 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.14

























C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness	
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
Attribute Measures
Measure 
Weight  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank  Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.14 0.02 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.08
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.10
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.32 0.16 0.32 0.24 0.21 0.19 0.27
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after 
services provided 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.14
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.14 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.14













Table 31.   Sensitivity Analysis: Measure E Swing Weight Results 














C. # of referrals made to resources
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that resulted in improved Well-Being
A. % of debt reduction
B. Client of improved confidence in application of financial readiness
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after services provided
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions
Attribute Measures
Measure 
Weight Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank Weighted Rank
A. % of debt reduction 0.14 0.02 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.00
B. Client reported improved confidence in application of 
financial readiness 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.08
C. # of referrals made to resources 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.10
D. Client reported access to referrals and resources that 
resulted in improved Well-Being 0.14 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.11
E. % of client confidence in abilities and resilience after
services provided 0.32 0.27 0.32 0.30 0.23 0.23 0.32
F. # of Safety prevention and interventions 0.14 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.14
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SUPPLEMENTAL. EXCEL VALUE MODEL 
The value model Excel sheet used to derive the analysis data is available by 
request. The Excel sheet allows commanders and staff personnel to apply specific criteria 
into cells in order to assign weights, rank and prioritize program across specific 
installation locations. Those who are interested in the supplemental should contact the 
NPS Dudley Knox Library.
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